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                                             THE PITCH: “MY AWAI DIARY”  

“My AWAI Diary” is a proposal for a series of emails from an AWAI writer (me) to fellow 

writers/prospects.   

The stories/themes are of a personal and cultural nature at the same time, while other 

themes may also be introduced along the way.   

On a personal basis, we follow/share the writer’s life. His daily routine, his copywriting work, 

his escapes. Different locations for each and every email: his home, a pub, a visit to London, 

an excursion to the countryside, a road trip inland or a travel abroad etc.                                                                                                                  

On a cultural basis, a song or/and a film is always attached/related to these personal 

snapshots.                                                                                                                

THE HOOK        

The substantial use of videos (to what extent it is to be decided, for the first draft copy I’ve 

kept it to an absolute minimum).  

I’m a writer-director to begin with, so please have a look at www.panagiotiskravvas.com  

We use a blend of doc/home videos, music videos and scenes from films.              

* The doc/home videos will be created (shot, edited, uploaded) by me.                                                       

* The music videos and film scenes can be found on YouTube or at public domain 

libraries/archives.  

WHAT MAKES THIS PROPOSAL UNIQUE  

* It’s personal, personal, PERSONAL. It’s written from a writer to another writer, it shows 

the writer’s everyday life, it shows the benefits of living the copywriter’s life. The prospects 

no longer wonder what the dreamlife of a writer looks like: they see it with their own eyes, 

they live in his shoes. 

* It’s dreamy and catchy. The prospects identify with a song or a scene from a film, they 

“live” in the song’s lyrics or in the film’s scenes and lines.  

* It’s addictive. The continuity builds expectation, the expectation generates desire.  
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It’s like watching a tv series after you’ve watched (and loved) the first episode: you can’t 

wait to see what happens next.    

* I’m from Greece and I live in UK. I travel back and forth all the time, so the doc/home 

videos will have Greek/British settings, look and feel. I believe most of your prospects are 

based in the US. Consider the exotic (for a US citizen) visuals, then consider the heart of the 

matter: a Greek writer, who lives in UK, who is a member of AWAI, who is trained by AWAI, 

who makes his living as a copywriter… You can’t beat that…  

 

This formula may apply to a single AWAI product, to different products, to just AWAI (and 

no products attached) or to AWAI for starters and then to a series of products-courses-

services introduced. 

The options are numerous, my ideas aplenty.  

I truly hope you’ll be interested and we’ll talk more. 

Many thanks for your time. 

 

All the best, 

Pag Kravvas    

       

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

                                                       

 

                                                              



                                                                     THE DRAFT 

 

HEADLINE: My AWAI Diary, Day 1: Can You Imagine like John Lennon Did?  

 

I know I can, I’m doing that all the time…                                                                                                            

In fact, I’m living the dream right now…                                                                                              

In my blooming back garden, at my cosy mid-terraced Victorian house, on the outskirts of 

London… UK that is…                                                                                                                                 

Cuppa in my hands, my laptop at the ready, my dogs fooling around (blimey, they always do 

that when I sit down to write)… 

Have a peek, be my guest… 

                                           

                                                     (footage of me and the dogs in my back garden)                                                                                                      

 

Nice, hah? Well, it only gets better, believe me…  

But enough about me: let’s talk about you for a moment.  

Can you imagine…                                                                                                                              

You, The Writer…                                                                                     

Living The Writer’s Dream…  

Writing and writing only (full or part time, you’ll be the one to decide) … 

Earning a good living, more than a good living or way too much and in figures you always 

hoped and dreamed of (again, it’s your call) … 

From wherever you please, whenever you feel like it, the way you want to do it…  

Having the luxury (time, space and money that is) to do whatever else your heart desires on 

the side.   

I see a mocking smile, I guess you’re thinking:                                                                     

“Seriously, give me a break here…”  

Seriously: too good to be true, right? 

Well, not quite so, my friend. 

You may say I’m a dreamer                                                                                                                                                              

but I’m not the only one… 

Hi, my name is Pag Kravvas and I’m a fellow dreamer-writer.                                                                      

 



And there are thousands like me out there, doing exactly that: living the writer’s dream.  

And what is it that we do?  

We write letters. Like the one we two share right now. Like dozens you receive in your 

mailbox every single day – be it for a product, a service, a, a, a...  

We are direct response copywriters writing promotional letters for the direct response 

industry. Our letters earn millions for the companies that send them – and these companies 

pay thousands for skilled copywriters to write them.  

Time to talk figures. 

A $2.3 trillion industry that is, growing massively by the minute – so yes, plenty of room and 

cash for all of us.  

Our figures?  

Above low – to mid – to high fives per year, for a little – to a little more – to a decent 

amount of work. Stretched way into six figures in the short or long run, if that’s your goal (as 

always, it all depends on your effort and time spent). 

Imagine all the people 

Sharing all the world... You...  

And how did we get to be copywriters?  

Well, thanks to… 

AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting. 

But first, let me introduce you to… 

AWAI: The American Writers & Artists Inc.                                                        

AWAI is the world’s leading provider of copywriting training programs (and much more you 

are about to find out).    

From 1997 and on, AWAI have helped thousands of people find their way to become highly 

successful copywriters and business owners. 

AWAI’s reputation for producing top-notch writers is second to none – and many of the 

biggest direct mail companies in the world are constantly coming to AWAI looking for 

writers. 

Now, back to AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting and the top-5 

reasons you should really consider it:  

* It introduces you to all aspects of the direct response industry. All you’ll ever need is here: 

from the inside-out knowledge of the copywriting business … to writing powerful letters … 

to launching your new career. 
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* It’s packed with proven secrets, tips, techniques and strategies that have sold billions of 

dollars’ worth of products. 

* It’s totally “hands-on”. You “write while you learn”, building a body of work along that you 

can use to break into this business immediately. 

* You can complete the program entirely at your own pace. Finish within a year or in six 

weeks or less – it’s your call. 

* AWAI has your back all the way through. Their Board of Copy Advisors is formed of 

successful copywriters, marketers and direct response company owners in the US. They’re 

geared to help you succeed, they guide you to your success. Their motto: “when you 

succeed, we succeed.” 

The program’s benefits go on and on and it’s up to you to discover them all. Just a couple of 

extras though, well worth mentioning:  

* The $10,000 challenge! Everyone who takes the program has the opportunity to win a 

contract for $10,000 from AWAI. At least one $10,000 contract is awarded each year to an 

AWAI-trained writer. 

* A 100% guarantee! No nonsense, no tricks, no back-end deals here: if you happen to 

decide copywriting is not for you, let AWAI know within 365 days. AWAI refunds every single 

dime you’ve paid. 

So, there you have it:  

The AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting. 

A world class, step-by-step Copywriting Course.                                                 

A solid gold Copywriting Program that will help you break into the copywriting industry, 

learn all its secrets, launch a new career and live your dreams in full. 

Even if you don’t consider yourself a writer, you can still succeed as a copywriter with this 

program. Write like you talk, follow some simple, yet powerful techniques and you’re there 

in no time.  

And what if you’re not interested in becoming a professional copywriter at all? Well, use the 

selling and marketing knowledge of the program for any business you’re in. Trust me: it’s an 

eye-opener that will perform miracles for you. 

Now you know. All you have to do is… 

                                                     First, Imagine… 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOgFZfRVaww


And then simply Join… 

The AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting, Us Copywriters, our AWAI of 

Life and our Route 66 to Success.  

See you in AWAI.  

AWAI link 

Kind regards,  

Pag Kravvas 

Writer - Copywriter                                                                                                                               

An AWAI member since 2017  

 

PS: AWAI of Life and the Route 66 to Success?  

That’s some pretty strong line I’ve come up with… A headline maybe, who knows? Definitely 

food for thought for my second email... 

Well, sun’s almost down, it’s getting chilly and kind of windy out here and all work and no 

play makes Jack a dull boy…                                                                                                   

Dinner and a movie by the fire next, then maybe back to some nice writing… Or not…                                   

I haven’t made up my mind yet… 

Anyway, got to go, nice talking to you, see you inside. 

AWAI link 

 

PS 1: The next email goes something like this: 

HEADLINE: My AWAI Diary, Day 2: AWAI of Life and the Route 66 to Success… 

Cultural theme: “Route 66” by The Rolling Stones plus the film mentioned at the PS of the 

first email.  

Personal theme: me in my home office (opener), me at a pub (ending and PS).   

PS 2: Apart from the “Imagine” one, my and the AWAI links are (naturally) dead…  

 


